Rapid developments in information technology and the increasing complexity and dimensionality of datasets have led to ever increasing demand for innovative display techniques.
Principle of 3D viewing
Human eyes rely on many visual cues to perceive and interpret depth in the real world. Such depth cues can be monocular or binocular. Monocular depth cues are observed only with one eye and common examples include perspective, occlusion, texture gradients, distribution of light and shadows, and motion parallax. Binocular depth perception is based on displacements (i.e. binocular disparity) between the projections of a scene object onto the left and right retina due to eye separation. The binocular disparity is processed by the brain, giving the impression of relief in an effect known as stereopsis. Stereoscopic displays enable depth sensation by exploring the binocular disparity.
Taxonomy of 3D displays
The majority of the existing 3D displays recreate stereoscopic depth sensation by presenting the eyes with separate 2D images of the same scene generated from two slightly different viewpoints. The key to 3D displays is a mechanism to present the left and right images to the corresponding eyes without crosstalk. A taxonomy of display techniques is shown in Figure 1 .
The displays are classified into eye-aided displays and auto-stereoscopic displays.
The eye-aided displays require a user to wear special goggles to enable a proper separation of the stereo images. The displays can be further categorized into head-attached displays and spatial displays. Head-attached displays mostly provide separate display elements for each eye and thus are referred to as non-shuttering displays. Spatial displays usually present a stereo pair on the same screen surfaces, and a multiplexing technique is thus required to make each image of the stereo pair visible to only one eye; these are known as shuttered displays.
Auto-stereoscopic displays have image-separation techniques integrated into the displays and do not require any goggles to assist 3D viewing. Such approaches can be divided into parallax displays, volumetric displays, and holographic displays. Parallax displays present stereo pairs simultaneously and have an integrated image-separation mechanism to deliver multiple views directly to the correct eyes. Volumetric displays directly illuminate spatial points within a display volume by filling or sweeping out a volumetric image space. Holographic displays reconstruct light information emitted by a 3D object from interference fringes generated through a holographic recording process.
3D display techniques
Head-attached displays. Although head-attached displays may take in various forms, their concept remains the same. A typical system consists per eye of an image source, an optical system, a housing unit by which the image source and the optics are attached to a user, and a tracking system to slave a dynamic viewpoint to the user's head and/or eye motions. As these devices are typically worn on the head and physically coupled with a user's head movement, they are referred to as head-mounted displays (HMDs). Surrounding displays, such as CAVEs, CUBEs, Domes, and panoramic displays, are featured with multiple planar or single curved screen surfaces to encapsulate multiple users in an immersive virtual environment (VE). Embedded display systems, such as workbench and wall displays, integrate a single or a small number of screens to create a semi-immersive VE that is embedded within the surrounding real world.
Auto-stereoscopic displays. Unlike eye-aided displays, auto-stereoscopic displays send stereo pairs directly to the correct eyes, light spatial points within a display volume, or reconstruct light information emitted from 3D object. These schemes indicate a dramatic change in display designs.
Parallax displays. Two-dimensional CRT monitors or LCD panels, referred to as base displays, are overlaid with an array of light-directing elements that direct the emitted light from a screen pixel only to the correct eye. LCD pixels have higher positional accuracy and stability than CRTs, and consequently LCD panels are usually the primary choice of base displays. The pixels of a base display are divided into two or multiple groups, one group per viewpoint. The array of light-directing elements generates a set of viewing windows through which stereo images are observed by the corresponding eyes. In the case of multiple views, the pixel resolution per view is significantly lower than its base display. Typical examples of lightdirecting elements include parallax barrier and lenticular lens array [Halle, 1997] . Parallax barrier is the simplest approach to light-directing and its principle is illustrated in Figure 2 -a. The left and right images are interlaced in columns on the base display and the parallax barrier is positioned so that the left and right image pixels are blocked except in the region of the left and right viewing windows. Lenticular sheet displays apply an array of optical elements such as cylindrical lenses that are arranged vertically relative to a 2D base display, and its principle is illustrated in Figure 2 -b. The cylindrical lenses direct the diffuse light from a pixel so that it can only be seen in a limited angle in front of the display; thus they allow different pixels to be directed to a limited number of defined viewing windows. Holographic displays. Taking a fundamentally different approach, holographic displays reconstruct light emitted by a 3D object from interference fringes generated through a holographic recording process. The interference fringes, when appropriately illuminated, function as a complex diffractive grating that reconstructs both the direction and intensity of light reflected off the original object. However, an optical hologram can not be produced in real time and thus is not appropriate for dynamic displaying. An electronic holographic display computes 3D holographic images from a 3D scene description, and can potentially lead to real-time electronic holography, known as holovideo. It involves two main processes: fringe computation, in which the 3D description is converted into digital holographic fringes, and optical modulation, in which light is modulated by the fringes and output as 3D images. The grand challenge lies in the enormous amount of computation required by holography, because holographic fringes must be computed with a sample spacing of approximately 0.5 microns, rather than a sample spacing of 100 microns as in a regular 3D display. Various experimental methods, such as horizontalparallax-only, holographic bandwidth compression, and faster digital hardware, have led to the computation of fairly complex scene contents at interactive rate.
Conclusion
Stereoscopic displays are intriguing subjects of research owing to their tremendous potential for applications. However, none of the existing technologies yet match the powerful vision of the human visual system in any aspect. For instance, the majority of the existing stereoscopic displays decouple the physiological actions of accommodation and convergence, few of them offer resolvability matching with fovea visual acuity, and few are capable of presenting natural occlusion cues cohesively and correctly. While much research is till needed to develop displays that satisfy the demanding human visual system without any side effects, this is nonetheless an exciting era to anticipate new display technologies about to emerge. Fueled by the explosive proliferation of information technology, stereoscopic display systems are reshaping how we explore science, conduct business, and advance technology, ultimately improving the ways we live and work. 
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